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Abstract

This article analyzes the application of customary law in peasant legal proceedings. The authors consider reasons for the domination of customary law in the everyday life of peasants in the early 20th century. They also determine the causes of the declining authority of customs in legal regulation. Law becomes the most convenient tool for resolving legal disputes. The paper presents the attitude to the customary law of leading lawyers and public officials and re-veals different viewpoints on the problem under consideration. The analysis of these positions enables researchers to consider the attitude to legal norms in modern society from a moral perspective.
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1. Task and Objectives

This study aims to analyze specific legal proceedings against peasantry in the late 19th and early 20th centuries and examine expert opinions on this is-sue.

To attain the above-mentioned objective, the authors have accomplished the following tasks:

– To study the limitations and applications of customary law in legal proceedings;
– To analyze the influence of official legislation and customary legal views of peasantry on legal relations in Russian villages;
– To consider the role of customary law in the context of modernization and development of Russian villages.

2. Materials and Methods

This research utilizes principles of objectivity, historicism and systematization. They were realized through the systemic approach to the study of reality. This approach enables to consider the entire complex of facts, processes, mechanisms and phenomena under study as elements of one group. The authors attempted to examine the sphere of legal culture and self-management as a complex of elements significant to the development of society. The authors used approaches and principles for studying legal culture as an integral phenomenon. They also applied general scientific methods of cognition (analysis, synthesis, comparison, induction and deduction).

The study is based on archives of various content and origin. The bulk of research materials was presented by the State Archives of the Tambov region (funds of district courts, funds of magistrate courts).

3. Results

While observing public life, scholars concluded that every society with common legal convictions was regulated not only by laws but also by legal norms formed by life relations and revealed in customs. The complex of these norms formed, developed and carried out directly in the life of society regardless of legislative power constituted customary law. In this case, customary law is the collection of norms and rules governing relations based on peasant conceptions of justice and secular public opinion [1].

Exaining norms of the customary law followed by the peasantry, the lawyer S.V. Pakhman revealed that villagers doubted the existence of any customs or rules of conduct. They claimed that “all disputes were resolved according to their conscience based on the principal facts of the case". The scientist explained that peasants had their own ideas of justice but they were applied to some incident with due regard to accompanying phenomena [2].

Peasantry is a certain class with its specific laws and principles, as well as interacting cultures. Peasants did not accept legislative acts, which was proved by the execution of sentences and directives. In 1906, peasants from one of the central provinces addressed the First State Duma in the following manner: “We have lost ourselves... in different laws. These laws are not made for us, they do not care about us. We demand that laws will be determined by people so that our representatives can decide what law to adopt and what not to” [3].

Villagers lived in very specific conditions: communal land ownership, typical peasant activities, peculiarities of rural life, the mutual responsibility of community members and the authority of family patriarchs. These factors caused collisions that the state could not resolve. Thus, one should be born and grow up in a village to know its way of life and customs, and therefore justly judge peasants [4].

Studying customary law and its crucial features, the authors of the article have concluded that it existed in peasantry, i.e. certain spheres of activity used legal customs (guardianship, contracts, etc.); legal norms were used by common belief, consent, people understood them and willingly used them; there were no obstacles to the application of the above-mentioned norms (district courts were authorized by the government).

The study and scientific generalization of the Russian legal customs began only in the 19th century. Legal practices were widespread in the everyday life of common people but officials refused to acknowledge this fact. As the Russian jurisprudence developed, the awareness of legal principles also changed. In practice, the perception of customary rulemaking altered.
The first monographs concerned with the analysis of customary peasant law were published in the 1850s-1860s. During this period, scientists developed various research tables [5]. In particular, P.P. Chubinskii compiled an instruction (1864) to determine and record the customary norms of peasantry [6]. Pre-revolutionary historians assumed, “Being a domestic form of law, the customary law often did not depend on legislation norms” [7]. Due to the impact of everyday situations, it included legal views of the Russian people [8]. Customary law was executed through its abundance for a long time. Customary law was typical of a person’s social nature. According to some historians, including M.F. Vladimirovski-Budanov, “national customs were caused by different levels of cultural development and socio-econominc living conditions” [9]. Thus, customary law was characterized by double compulsoriness, strict conservatism but was able to change under certain life circumstances. There were many debates about the correlation between moral characteristics of customary law and needs of people. Most researchers did not believe these norms included any moral components since “not all legal customs of the peasantry had moral foundations” [10]. Other scientists noted the inseparability of moral foundations and customary law in the peasant consciousness. In B.A. Kistyakovsky’s opinion, “it was the main gap in peasant customary norms that prevented its uniform application” [11]. Pre-revolutionary scientists noted the negative assessment of custom ary law by some scientific schools. They studied written law since customary peasant law was not recorded but it was a significant source of legal relations. S. Pakhman considered customary law crucial due to its use in the Russian civil code [12]. The researcher suggested analyzing customary law as an integral part of civil law relations. Throughout the study of this phenomenon, legal foundations of peasant life were neglected by science, although their analysis would have helped to better understand the legal mentality of peasantry [13]. Legal views of peasantry also played an important role as sentences of district courts were often arbitrary and depended on local conditions. Analyzing peasant customs, I. Orshanskii noted that customary law solved certain problems but significantly differed from positive lawmaking and “better corresponded to the needs of people” [14]. At the same time, many researchers questioned the credibility of customary law. For instance, B. Kistyakovsky doubted that it would be possible to distinguish customary law and the existing official norms. Customary law underwent much more changes than written legislation. Comparing these two systems, the scientist concluded that “the official law was in constant confrontation with the legal customs of the peasantry” [15]. The refusal of this struggle meant a return to lawlessness in peasant communities. A broad discussion of customary law took place within the framework of a lawyer symposium in 1875. The main problem addressed by lawyers also affected the relations between peasant customs and the written legislation. Most participants took a hostile stance toward the customary law of peasantry. Customary law was regarded as a remnant of the past that should be eliminated in the near future. The opinion of this scientific group was expressed by I.I. Petrozhitskii who was strongly against using the customary law as a component of positive law [16]. On the contrary, S.I. Muromtsev noted that official norms would never change the existing legal customs and should accept them [17]. The Soviet historiography changed views on the customary law. Soviet researchers studied the alterations in customary law caused by the Emancipation Reform of 1861. They emphasized the influence of legal customs on communal land ownership and, more specifically, on land division and property inheritance. Customary law hindered capitalist changes in villages and did not let peasant perceive positive legal norms [18]. Examining customary law, V.A. Aleksandrov established that it was not a frozen structure but a living mechanism influenced by law and rural life. The author noted that “most legal norms governing family-property relations of peasants corresponded to the views of their landowners on preserving the taxability of all peasant families”. “Common legal rules used by some community in the conditions of feudalism played a very serious... protective role since they were the peasant’s tool for preserving their household” [19]. Nowadays the problem of customary law is in the focus of many researchers. L.I. Zemtsov studied the functioning of district courts and the application of legal customs. He concluded that the peasantry trusted their own law and their court, and feared official courts [20]. Studying peasant law and order, O.G. Vronskii wrote that Russia lacked the reign of law throughout its history. Furthermore, villages in the late 19th and early 20th centuries were characterized by complete lawlessness [21]. B.N. Mironov examined the peculiarities of peasant life and routine: law, mentality and social sphere. The author noted that peasants needed strong authority and leadership, and accepted coercion and regulation. Their negative assessment of laws revealed contradictions between state laws and legal customs of the peasantry. However, the post-reform period was marked by the destruction of peasant law and the transition of relations into the official field of legislation [22]. The further development of society and legislation required the existing legislation to be the sole regulator of public relations. At the same time, civil legal relations of the Russian peasantry were regulated not by the laws adopted but by unwritten rules. Most peasant customs did not conform to the official legislation.

4. Discussion

Changing historical conditions also altered unwritten rules of law. However, these norms had strong foundations, and new trends were unwelcome. This situation was connected with the predominance of moral-aesthetic and spiritual-religious ideas in the daily life of peasantry. Sources of peasant law had almost no formal-dogmatic or natural-practical factors. The customary law of Russian peasants, in particular in the Tambov province, was formed under the influence of the communal way of life, agricultural traditions, social order and rural mentality. Peasant views on justice, law and order were reflected in customary law. According to this law, communities or individual peasant farms solved problems associated with land plots, farmstead manors, family relations, social conflicts, etc. According to the peasantry, the main drawback of the official legislation was its neglect of a concrete person and its abstract nature. Ideal views of peasants did not correspond with the application of non-general legal norms or the analysis of general provisions; they thought it was necessary to take into account the personal qualities of litigants. First of all, they considered the usefulness of a particular villager. Then peasants chose a form of punishment for this or that person. As a result, peasant communities and its individual components can be regarded as elements of a patriarchal society. In 1914, representatives of the 3rd Pichaevskii community appealed to the Pichaevskii district court of the Mordwansk province regarding the seizure of public land by their fellow villager. Witnesses confirmed the land seizure at village meetings and peasants decided to bring the land back at law. Thus, representatives were appointed to represent interests of the above-mentioned community in the court [23]. The functioning of district courts demonstrated that relations in the sphere of private ownership did not play a significant role. The situation could be explained by the specifics of the peasantry as a social class that relied not on a single person but on a group of people. I.G. Orshanskii believed that personal property was poorly developed in a community regardless of “the level of poverty and underdeveloped property turnover”. The main purpose of legal proceedings was also specific as they aimed to “reconcile the parties” [14]. District courts of the Tambov province used reconcilia-
tion in each suitable case [24], which was typical of traditional peasant law.

General legal representations of the Russian peasantry were characterized by moral imperatives. Naturally, rural residents used everyday concepts as criteria to evaluate the actions of other peasants. The latter differed from interpretations of the formal law. One can talk about the difference of such concepts as “sin” and “crime” in the peasant consciousness. The concept of a sin was traditionally perceived in the religious context and was seen as a God-adverse deed, A sin for a peasant was the non-observance of fasting, the church statute and the violation of the Christian commandments. It was also prohibited to work on religious holidays. This restriction was specifically stipulated during rural meetings, and on the eve of some holiday, everyone received a warning. In addition to traditional crimes like murder, theft and robbery, “sinful deeds included swearing, giving birth as an unmarried woman, petty theft in one’s garden, etc.” [25], according to an ethnographic commission from the Tambov province. Drunkenness and debauched behavior were also considered a sin in conformity with rural moral convictions [26]. For instance, peasants from the Elabuzhsky district of the Tambov province “did not find anything sinful in a false oath to justify an innocent”. They also “did not consider chipping up the firewood on someone’s land, cutting the grass on another person’s meadow, borrowing hay from the other’s stack to be immoral acts but harvesting bread on a stranger’s territory or stealing sheaves was regarded as a theft requiring severe punishment” [27]. An obvious crime was not considered a sin under the official law and was justified by labor principles, collective precedents, the mediated damage caused or the aggrieved person’s material abundance.

The framework of the official law helped formalize social types of human interaction. However, the real social behavior could hardly fit within the framework of law because most relations were not considered by positive norms. These spheres of social relations were governed by customary law considered as a supplement to the existing laws. In addition, customs regulating social behavior could be in conflict with law or simply deny it.

Law was often regarded by peasantries as something imposed and alien, while their life had been regulated by customs for centuries. Sentences delivered by magistrate courts of the Tambov province proved that many crimes under the official law were not considered crimes by such and peasants did not understand why they were being tried [28]. Specific conditions and peculiar beliefs of the peasantry contributed to the situation. Thus, the behavior of peasants could not be explained by some legal rules or norms.

The situation that prevailed in Russia from 1861 to 1917 was quite unique. In these years, peasant customary law was legally confirmed through the combination of peasant customs and civil law. After the reform, peasantries remained a separate class, which helped preserve the communal form of organization and district courts utilizing peasant customs. The jurisdiction of these courts applied to civil cases and minor criminal offenses. Despite the diversity of local conditions, peasant customary law was homogeneous [29]. At the same time, there was a significant gap between customary law and the existing legislation.

The Russian peasantry was characterized by the use of customary law in the sphere of family relations. Peasants traditionally believed that the property of one’s household belonged to the whole family. A similar principle was applied to communal allotments and personal peasant holdings.

The system of unwritten laws determined the order of land use in rural communities. The same norms regulated the structure of peasants’ households. The legal status of commercial lands affected the order of land use [19]. The use of land and the related economic relations were also determined by the customary law formed over the centuries. The specifics of peasant households were reflected by the cohesion of a peasant family and economy.

Customs affected the institutions of ownership and property to a lesser extent. Legal traditions established special nominations of these categories. General norms regulated the growth of movable property and real estate, as well as the customs that accompanied the implementation of contracts and transactions: tea drinking, backsheesh and a handshake. A special role in these legal relations was played by the invitation of experts and various guarantees of concluded transactions [30].

Within the framework of people’s justice, peasants’ ideas about court and equality came to the fore. People’s courts looked for a fair resolution of the conflict arisen. This trend often contradicted the official rules of law, and customary law in these situations was universal and applied the principle of equality. Thus, customary law and state law were not competitors but complemented one another. State legislation gave priority to official signs of legal relations, while communal law strived to resolve all issues with regard to views of justice.

While studying patriarchal societies and their customs, the lawyer N. Rulan, noted that traditional courts avoided legal norms and mostly tried to restore peace in the corresponding society. In this case, a true verdict could be delivered only in a social group, and the whole problem could be solved only by force from the outside. In most cases, litigation was settled by amicable agreements of both parties [31].

District courts should resolve disputes that could not be settled on a village meeting for a number of reasons. If there was no appropriate custom, peasants solved their problems with the help of laws. It showed the traditional dislike of the peasantry for changes imposed by an alien environment. Peasantry did not use the court proposed by the government, it “persisted in applying more convenient organization” [14].

According to the legislation of the Russian Empire, district courts were in a difficult situation. These courts were formed on an electoral basis without state intervention. Therefore, district courts fell under suspicion of the state administration and supervision of conciliators. The obligation to use official norms affected the trust of the peasantry in their rural municipality. It was a common situation when a district court did not apply any official norms or customs while trying cases and considered only personal characteristics. For example, courts took into account how regularly a person paid taxes. The same factors determined the degree of corporal punishment that was applied according to the statements of village headmen in case of non-payment.

The consideration of civil cases was based on the principle of justice. District courts and the norms of customary law used by them. Their opponents noted negative features in the legal consciousness of people. In their opinion, people’s judges tried to solve each case based on specific circumstances. In practice, the situation was much more complicated. It is unlikely that reasons of expediency replaced the knowledge of laws in the peasantry. In addition, the adoption of the law on zemstvo-elected district supervisors led to the reduced application of customary law by the peasantry. This situation was facilitated by the involvement of other social classes in the resolution of peasant affairs. Most state officials negatively treated cus-
tomy law and did not apply its norms when dealing with cases. However, law prescribed to appeal to local customs if there were no legislative norms. In this regard, peasants had to prove the existence of this or that custom through testimonies of old-timers, their recognition at rural meetings or acts of their application [30]. The accumulated material on customary law allowed researchers to conduct a comparative analysis and distinguish general and specific aspects of legal customs in various parts of the Russian Empire (P.S. Efimenko, K. Chepuruyi, V.V. Pitsyn, N. Dobrottovskii and others) [30], [37], [38], [39].

Local zemstvo committees (in the Tambov province) were concerned with problems of customary law, its application in villages and the improvement of peasant legal life. A member of the Kirsanovskii county committee (meetings on the needs of agricultural industry) L.V. Dashkevich suggested reforming peasantry and introducing general laws into it. However, this introduction should be gradually executed after a detailed study of peasant life and traditions [40]. The marshal of nobility in the Tambov province N.N. Cholokaev argued that general civil law should be introduced in order to improve the life of villagers, increase their local economy and prevent impoverishment [40]. Describing the condition of the peasantry, a representative of the Tambov provincial committee L.D. Bryukhatov concluded that district courts acted unsatisfactorily because they lacked independence, had unclear jurisdiction and did not know how to use legal customs. He saw a possible solution in the equalization of peasant rights with other social classes and their submission to the jurisdiction of general civil and criminal courts [40]. F.N. Plevako who spoke from the Kozlovskii provincial committee criticized peasant justice for applying customs and detaching from the general system of judicial proceedings and called to rectify the situation [40]. Thus, local nobility and zemstvo representatives saw the solution to this problem in extending the official legislation and jurisdiction of the Russian all-class judicial system to the peasantry.

The legislators of that time warned the authorities against hasty actions in this sphere and emphasized the originality of legal relations of the peasantry. A.Kh. Holmsten believed that “institutions of civil law... were not created by legislators but were based on everyday life. Thus, legislators should treat them with care. It was unacceptable to break these rules if they did not contradict the ethical, social, political and other principles... It was necessary that the civil code did not encroach on the beginnings developed by life itself and perceived them... The civil code should include norms of customary law” [41].

5. Conclusion

Therefore, the customary law of the period under study was influenced by the same factors as the peasantry itself. Modernization processes came into conflict with traditional peasant way of life. Innovations of rural everyday life went beyond peasant legal norms. The abolition of serfdom made peasantry an independent participant of legal relations, and the introduction of capitalist relations into the countryside caused the need for legislative regulation of peasants’ interests.

The peasantry of the Tambov province in the late 19th and early 20th centuries preserved the legal customs that had been formed for many years. Relations inside village families and rural communities were regulated by customary law because most peasants did not know the official legislation. The subordination of village residents to district courts was explained by the fact that this institution was guided by the principles of people’s morality fully understood by peasants. The entrenchment of capitalist relations, the growing social mobility of peasantry, the increasing number of literate and educated people broke the traditional way of life in Russian villages. During the 1890s, the stereotypic behavior of peasantry undergoes certain changes. At the turn of centuries, a new generation of villagers entered an active phase that did not live in serfdom and were more oriented towards laws than customs.

Closer ties with the city and general urbanization provided objective conditions for the inclusion of the Tambov peasantry (as well as the entire rural population of the country) into the official legislation essentially narrowing the operation of customary law.
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